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The Star Wars Moleskine Saga continues in 2014. The daily planner has a silkscreen print of the

Star Wars character on the cover. The Daily Planner has: a black cover, with themed graphics and

details; custom flyleaves and endpapers. A new page each day. Includes limited edition

stickers.Specifications: - Layout: A new page each day.- Date Range: Jan 2015 - Dec 2015-

Dimensions: 5" x 8-1/4"- Hard Cover with elastic closure and bookmark ribbon.- Color: Black-

Pages: 400- Expandable pocket includes limited edition stickers.- Paper Weight: 70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC

Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)

Series: Moleskine Star Wars

Calendar: 400 pages

Publisher: Moleskine; Limited edition (May 20, 2014)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 886732330X

ISBN-13: 978-8867323302
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I love Star Wars. I love being able to hold a book in my hand, the feel of the cover under my fingers.

I love the space to write freely and do as I please on the pages/lines. I love that i was able to get it

for the price I did.... AND I love MOLESKINE! So this was the best choice for me.It isn't completely

perfect, as there is no place to put a pen/pencil and no way to delineate the months from each

other. Even notches like those found in many dictionaries would be better than nothing. I ended up

making little masking tape colored tabs to help me out, wrote the first letter of each month on the

closed page edge, and using another piece of elastic to create a pen holder on the top of the book.

Totally functional. The only other thing I personally missed was having a month view, which I was

able to easily add with pages printed from the Moleskine website for free.Just a tip for users who

don't pay attention to little notes inside that tell you what things are for.. the numbers on every other

line are military time from 8am to 8pm. At the very bottom there are 2 places for weather and



temperature. The line by line calendars in the front are useful for things like chronicling birthdays,

weight loss, general goals, etc. I haven't found a use for the stickers as yet, since I am not really a

sticker person...especially not for inside my planner. I like nice clean pages.Overall, it is a wonderful

asset that I will keep for a long time. Looking forward to buying another for 2016.

Peanut Butter and Chocolate. Eggs and Bacon. Star Wars and Moleskine. You get the idea. The

earlier reviewer who said you'd have to fight your kids for it wasn't kidding. I've had to retrieve this

from a kid's room twice.It is what you'd expect from Moleskine. The binding seems strong and the

covers are solid. The paper is about the same thickness (although thinness may be more accurate)

as my other Moleskine books. I can see what is written/printed on the other side through the page.

The book is thicker than my other Moleskine books. It is about 2.2cm thick, but that makes sense

since it is a daily planner.Bottom line: I love it and can't wait to use it!

Pros: Very high quality paper, it takes ink perfectly rarely if ever smudges, has enough space for

every day to be packed full, includes common conversions of time zones, unit measurements,

etcCons: Pricey if you pay full MSRP (about $20 USD at the time of review)Overall:I love this

planner. I needed something a bit more spacious than the weekly Moleskine planner which has a

weeks worth of days on one page and a notebook style page on the other side. This planner does

the job beautifully. Paired with a nice pen like the Staedtler Triplus Fineliner the results are a

gorgeous planner that is just as much a treat to write in as it is to behold. The Star Wars theme will

appeal to some but to those that it does not Moleskine makes plenty of other planners out there with

the exact same layout minus the Star Wars touches.TLDR: The best planner for those who need a

lot of space to write things per day (10+ events per day). Seriously it is that good.

Exactly as shown in photos. On the inside, once you get past the front and back cover -it's the same

as all the Moleskin Daily planners. No Star Wars quotes or lines of dialogue. Your basic Moleskin

planner, decorated on the front and back covers, complete with stickers and a thick partition in the

back to hold papers. The thing I love best about Moleskin, other than the college ruled pages, size

and simple layout design -is that you can open any page in any month (January, May, December)

and the book will lay flat on both sides. No upward, fountain-like mess in the middle that doesn't

allow you to write without having to flatten the pages. This is sold on Moleskin's site and there is a

photo of a small, colorful, poster-like insert and it does not come with this planner, at least not from .



In the past years, I have owned other 'standard' Moleskine. I prefer the 'large' ones, because you

have more space to write on (especially, if you use it to take notes, as well as planning your

day).While browsing, I found the Limited Edition Moleskine. Being a Star Wars fan, I had no doubt in

buying this version! It definitely adds a touch, but it's absolutely not 'heavy'. In fact only the cover,

the first and last pages are 'Star Wars themed'; everything else is 'standard-Moleskine'.If you like

Star Wars and you need a daily planner, well, search no further.

Whats not to like about this.... I have small that I use for personal entries and this large that I use for

work. I simply love them.Just received my 2015 opened them and readied them for use.Standard

Moleskine quality with starwars themed stickers and an exclusive graphic on the front.Great for

school children.

Wonderful quality of Moleskine products! I purchased two of these: one for a Christmas gift and one

for myself! While I am not sure if I'll use the daily planner portion, if not, I know I can make it into a

journal and notebook fairly easily.
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